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(PG13) Dir David Yates US/UK 2007.

This is a film that will make little or no
sense to the Harry Potter novice and will
confound and exasperate anyone with an
aversion to precocious adolescent actors.
The usual saving grace of a Potter film is
watching the cream of the British acting
aristocracy being wheeled in. But here, 
the usual gang of British A-listers, Emma
Thompson, Maggie Smith, Robbie
Coltrane, Ralph Fiennes, David Thewlis,
Gary Oldman (is this all Oldman is doing
these days?) are nudged aside for much 
of the film to give the kids centre stage. 
The pressure on Radcliffe shows, he’s not
quite there with sufficient emotional range
to convincingly convey his character’s
plight. But elsewhere, there are some
engaging performances from the younger
members of the cast – unexpectedly from
complete newcomer Evanna Lynch as
dappy moonchild Luna Lovegood and as
usual, Rupert Grint’s amiably unambitious
Ron Weasley.

That we are in a new stage in the 
Potter saga is made clear from the outset, 
in the bleak, depressing scenes and semi-
permanent scowl on young Harry’s face.
New director David Yates’ production is
light on the joyful magical whimsy of earlier
instalments, and instead stresses the dankly
heavy themes of persecution, protestations,
paranoia and death that permeated JK
Rowling’s novel, stripping out much of 
the extraneous matter and concentrating, 
in the main, on the elements of the story 
that propel us efficiently towards the next
chapter. The bad vibes are mapped out in
the customary pre-Hogwarts preamble,
where Harry and his oafish cousin Dudley
are attacked by those ghostly harbingers of
despair, the Dementors. From that moment
on, we’re in a surreal netherworld of
suspicion and deception. Harry’s hauled 
up before a sort of medieval-style court, 
to answer charges of using underage magic
outside the school. He’s eventually cleared,
but we’re being made aware in no uncertain
terms, that as far as the out-of-touch
authorities are concerned, Dumbledore and
Potter are seditious characters, spreading
unnecessary panic and disquiet. 

Once back at Hogwarts things are hardly
any more sunny. Gone are the days of 
wide-eyed innocence and the young pupils’
joyful exhilaration at their developing
magical powers. There are no flying cars 
or Quidditch matches to lighten the tone.
Instead, Potter finds himself ostracised
and shunned, following the death of Cedric

Diggory (at the end of The Goblet Of Fire),
and for his and Dumbledore’s claims that
Voldemort is back from exile. 

The school’s integrity itself, following
the discrediting of kindly headmaster
Dumbledore, is also under threat. Enter
Ministry Of Magic apparatchik Dolores
Umbridge, whose repressed hysteria and
comical sadism is evidently relished by
Imelda Staunton. Umbridge takes over the
running of the school, in a sort of satire on
political correctness gone insane, as she
attempts to squash any hints of impending
doom. In desperation, Potter organises 
a group of students to develop their defence
against the dark arts skills, much to
Umbridge’s chagrin. Harry also finds
support through his godfather Sirius 
(a paternal Gary Oldman) and his band of
doughty campaigners, The Order Of The
Phoenix. By the time the film’s ended and
we’re a major character down, Potter and
Dumbledore have finally got the message
across – there is nowhere to hide from
Voldemort’s increasingly desperate lust
for Harry’s blood. Roll on the ever-circling
darkness. It’s all depressing stuff for sure,
and those of you familiar with the books
know things aren’t going to be getting
better any time soon – perhaps we could
look forward to Ingmar Bergman helming
the last couple of films? – but this dour tone
will be overwhelming if similarly pitched
in the next film. Arsalan Mohammad
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(18) Dir Robert Rodriguez US 2007.

Robert Rodriguez and Quentin Tarantino’s
Grindhouse was sadly only shown in its
proper double-bill format in the US, UK and
Australia – elsewhere it was split into two
films. Planet Terror is Rodriguez’s half 
of the project, paying homage to the
exploitation movies that ‘grindhouse’
cinemas used to screen back in the days
when he and QT were both knee-high 
to a cine-projector. 

The plot is suitably B-movie: A toxic gas
that was developed as a weapon for the
military is released in small-town Texas that,
naturally, turns anyone who comes into
contact with it into boil-covered flesh-eating
zombies. It’s spreading and unless they’re
stopped, the whole planet will be infected. 

Leading the fightback is go-go dancer
Cherry Darling (Rose McGowan) and
rebellious El Wray (Freddy Rodriguez), 
a gunslinger and martial arts expert. 
Once again, however, we see that Tarantino
(who plays a rapist) can’t act but here it
doesn’t matter because it’s a ‘grindhouse’
film. How Rose McGowan managed to get 
a machine gun attached to her leg and fire it
without pulling the trigger doesn’t matter
either, and it all just adds to the dopey
overall effect. Adding fake deterioration,
with scratches to the film stock, 
has enhanced the feel of the film and,
surprisingly, it works as you feel that
Rodriguez is in his natural element here

after a run making the three Spy Kids films.
Michael Beihn is suitably stoic as the
Sheriff, while Bruce Willis’ manic Lt.
Muldoon is fantastic and his speech 
about how he found and killed Bin Laden 
(‘I put two in his heart, one in his computer’)
is wonderfully reminiscent of the goofy
Vietnam speech that Danny Trejo makes 
in Rodriguez’ previous action/horror
From Dusk Till Dawn.

The gore comes in waves and the dialogue
stays just the right side of corny as it all
remains suitably far-fetched but never
strays into the realms of unentertaining. 

It’s not going to win an Oscar and it’s
certainly not going to make you re-evaluate
your worldview or your relationships with
other people – unless those other people are
zombies. The  lesson learned is, ‘lots of guns
and aim for the head’. Big, dumb and lots of
gory fun. Matt Pomroy
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(15) Dir Jean-Baptiste Andrea
US 2006.
Notable for its pairing of sitcom ex-pats
Simon Pegg and David Schwimmer, Big
Nothing sees them as call-centre drones,
opting to improve their lot by blackmailing
a priest with an abnormal fondness for
young children. Their foolproof plan
deteriorates to the point where double 
and triple crossings become commonplace
and a raft of supplementary characters 
are hauled in to make up for some shoddy
plotting. Throughout, there’s the feeling
that director Jean-Baptiste Andrea has
thrown everything in his modest arsenal 
at the screen (animated cut-aways, 
bargain bin one-liners) and what remains 
is a screwball revision of Sam Raimi’s 
A Simple Plan, which hobbles blindly
through a minefield of genres with foolish,
split-screen abandon. Pegg – that bastion 
of reserved English comedy – puts on a
rasping American accent that’s more New

York Jew than Midwestern huckster, 
but he’s still the best thing in the film by
some way. Schwimmer attempts a similar
kind of reinvention, merely consisting of
him constantly saying ‘f***’. David Jenkins
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